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Security is fragmented, disconnected, & exacerbated by multicloud
What if security were unified, connected?

Gain security insights
Connect data

Take action faster
Connect workflows

Run anywhere
Connect openly
What you can achieve with connected security

Connect data
Operationalize threat intelligence for a consistent view of threats

Connect workflows
Orchestrate case management for consistent visibility and coordination across incidents

Connect openly
Reduce vendor lock-in by future-proofing with open and interoperable security
1. Federated query using a STIX pattern
2. Query is translated to the native query language of each of the data sources
3. The converted query is then sent (transmitted) to all data sources
4. Each data source runs its own native query
5. The native query results are then returned from the data source
6. Returned results translated into STIX Objects (basically a JSON structure)
7. The STIX Objects are then stored in the cloud where they are used by other services

Connecting data for unified insights

IBM QRadar

Federated query using a STIX pattern
Query is translated to the native query language of each of the data sources
The converted query is then sent (transmitted) to all data sources
Each data source runs its own native query

Operationalize threat intelligence with connected data

– Connect organization details to quickly focus on threats organized by relevance

– Connect threat sources to view threats in a consistent format

– Connect your data sources to scan for threat indicators in your environment
Example: Quickly understand if you’re affected by a new threat

Coronavirus Used In Android App Exploits

In its latest report, Symantec has found 11 Android applications purportedly used to track COVID-19 but are actually infected with malware.

Overview

Complete analysis

On March 20, in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, Symantec discovered 11 Android applications masquerading as legitimate applications for tracking COVID-19 patients. The apps were downloaded in large numbers after installation. The applications were created after March 20 during the most active spreading of the virus in Europe. The applications were targeting Daily but were also seen in the U.S. and France. The legitimate applications, named COVID Tracker apps, "present the risk of transmission of the malware containing the number, duration, and type of contacts (phone book)". While keeping track of the legitimate applications, the malicious worms also hold a malware that could download any payload from the attacker’s server. With this ability to download any payload, the malware could be used to infect the victim device with any type of additional malware, such as a ransomware, malware, and other types of malware. The researchers were able to detect the server address as well as a second server address.

Recommendation

- Use only known, backed software to gather the latest on these types of pandemics.
- Use an anti-virus program on your mobile device with up-to-date definitions.
- Keep applications and operating systems running at the current released patch level.
- Delete any shared software to help alleviate any further complications that could arise.

Sources

Orchestrate case management with connected workflows

- Organize analyst workflows within cases for simple coordination
- Connect data seamlessly across one platform for greater visibility
- Improve investigations with stronger connections across data and case activity
Example: Find connections between activity in different data sources
Reduce vendor lock-in by connecting openly

- Adopt built-in security capabilities to maximize best-of-breed from new vendors
- Increase overall security by adding without duplicating capabilities or data
- Easily adapt to new technologies with open standards to maximize value and minimize duplication
IBM Cloud Pak for Security

Security capabilities

Core platform services

Hybrid multicloud architecture

Open integration with existing security tools and data sources

Unified Security Workflows

Threat Intelligence Insights:
Prioritized, actionable threat intelligence

Data Explorer:
Federated search for investigation

Resilient:
Incident response and team collaboration

Universal data insights
Security orchestration & automation
Development framework

Open Hybrid Multicloud Platform

IBM Cloud
AWS
Microsoft Azure
Google Cloud

QRadar
Guardium
tenable
splunk
IBM Cloud

elasticsearch
Carbon Black
BigFix
Microsoft
aws
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